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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35346 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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tolúes
tolues is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tolúes." being its meaning:<br>Tolues or Tulues were a few
Indians who lived on the banks of the Sinú River in the Department of Cordoba in Colombia.  The name of the
municipality of Tolu is due to them.  Tolues or Toluas is also a name to give the tree Pachira quinata of the Malvaceae
family and that also receives the names of Red Ceiba, ceiba stained and male cedar, is made of very thin wood.

tolypeutes matacus
It means killer that looks like a ball.  Three-way mataco or armadillo.  It is the scientific name for a class of armadillo
found in Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia and Paraguay.  It is also called ball killer, quirquino ball, piche ball, corechi or tú ball.

tomable
It means that it is liquid and it may be drinkable.

tomachi
The correct term is Tomachi ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a town in the Department of la Paz in Bolivia.

tomar el pelo
In Colombia, it is the same thing that suck gallo.  Take the hair is to take advantage of the naivety of others.  It is
synonymous with deceive, lie, timar, mock, mock, cajole, cajole.  Prate is, making mockery any humorous situation. 
Jocosidad.

tomas
In Colombia, Tomás is the way to short call outlets or plugs. Site to capture energy or to connect power. Tomás is each
of the occasions in which you must drink a drug or an emulsion diluted in liquids. Outlets in Colombia is synonymous
with assault, occupation. Each of the photographs or recordings made for a program.

tomasito
Diminutive of Thomas.  How loving and family refer to Thomas.

tomata
It is a term that is used in Colombia to mean meeting of friends to take liquor and chat.  Verbeta.  Meeting of cups or
drinks.

tomatazo
Blow given with a tomato that is usually rotten or overripe.  It is a way of violently reproaching the attitude of a public
figure.  Blow to which those who participate in the tomatina are subjected. 

tomate
It is the common name of a plant and its fruit of American origin, whose scientific name is Solanum lycopersicum.  It
belongs to the family Solanaceae.  Receives other names such as tomato, tomato.  It is also used as an adjective to
mean red, colorado.

tomate de arbol



In Colombia is a tree and its edible fruit.  Edible fruit.  He is also known as tamarillo, Andean tomato, serrano, yucca,
mango Nordic or Eggplant tomato.  Its scientific name is Solanum betaceum and belongs to the Solanaceae family.

tomates
Known as tomato, tomato or tomato, are a great contribution Center and South American to the culinary world.  They are
the fruit of the tomato plant and its scientific name is Solanum lycopersicum Solanaceae family.  Were cultivated in
central America from about 2. 500 years.  The Mexica Nahuatl language called them tomatl.  They are the basis of
almost all the sauces and salads.  Its fruit is a Berry.

tomatina
It is the name of a poison found in the leaves and fruits of the tomato plant.  It is also astringent, antiseptic or fungicidal. 
In chemistry it is classified as a glycoalkaloid.  It is used as a reagent to precipitate cholesterol and as a mouthwash. 
Name of a patron saint festival that takes place in the Municipality of Buñol, in the Valencian Community.  It is
celebrated on the last Wednesday of August.  Tomatoes are thrown everywhere. 

tomás
Tomas is a name of Hebrew origin male and means brother.  It is also an inflection of the verb take.  It means to grab,
seize, take, invade, occupy, drinking, libar, address.

tomba
It is a popular way of calling the police in Colombia.  It is also called in some parts Chota. 

tomberia
Name given to the police collective in Peru and Colombia.  Set or group of policemen.

tombo
In Colombia it's the offensive way to call a cop. 

tomillo
It is the common name of several plants, which are characterized by being quite aromatic and some of them are used as
a condiment.  The most common is the scientific name Thymus vulgaris and belongs to the family Lamiaceae (genus
Thymus).  They contain thymol and various essential oils, which give it a characteristic and pleasant smell.  From the
same family are the genera Helichrysum, Teucrium and Thymbra.  They are also called thyme, zamarrilla or almoradul. 
Tinderbox, perpetual or immortelle is also called thyme (Helichrysum stoechas).  There are other plants in the family
Asteraceae, of the genus Artemisa, also called thyme, brown brush, and sea wormwood.  There is a species of the
family Cistaceae, also called Moorish thyme, edrea or rockrose (Fumana thymifolia). 

tominejo
Colombia is one of the common names we have the chupaflor, Hummingbird, hummingbirds, buzzers, three, hermits,
hummingbirds, quinchas or bird fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on nectar from the
flowers.  You can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds.  Hummingbird is
also the taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from America.

tomista
Widespread way of calling a student or related to the University of Santo Tomás, known as Santoto .  Relative to St.
Thomas Aquinas.  Person who practices or disseminates tomism (Doctrine of St. Thomas Aquinas).  They can also be



called tomanists or tomanys.  Person participating in a shot or invasion.

tomiza
Thin rope made of esparto grass.  Soguilla .  It can also mean fear or dread.  Fear.  This term is of little use today. 

tomín
It was the name of a former Spanish currency equivalent to one-third of an adarme or one-eighth of a Castilian.  Silver
coin used in America at the time of the conquest.

tommy
It means Tomasito in Spanish.  It is diminutive of Thomas, male name in English.  It means the brother or the little
brother.  Name of a variety of mango (Tommy Atkins).  It is valued for its long life and resistance to manipulation.  It is
not very sweet, nor is it soft to the palate.  Brand of clothing for men, especially jackets. 

tompiate
It can mean backpack, bag, basket, talego.  It is a woven or fabric implement that hangs on the shoulder and where
things are loaded.   In plural it can mean testicles.

tompiates
It can mean backpacks, bags or testicles.

tomusa
In Venezuela it is called tomusa (also tomuza) to long and rough hair.  Hirsute hair or hair.   Stiff, rebellious, hyspid. 
Difficult to comb. 

tomuza
It means greña or abundant and rough hair.  Careless hair.  Tomusa or tumusa is also used.  Aboriginal people of Carib
roots who lived in Venezuela.  They were accused of being cannibals. 

tona
It is a word of the Asturian language, You mean cream.  A layer of fat that forms on top of the milk when boiling.  In
Colombia it isname of a municipality of the Department of Santander, which is part of the Province of Soto Norte.  Name
of an indigenous chieftain, originating from Vetas.

tonalidades
It makes reference to the different tones that may have the same color.  Also to the height differences in the sounds of a
melody.  Nuances, tones, accents, modes, dyes, degrees, range, spectrum, color, gradation, variations.

tonalli
Tonalli is a word of Nahuatl origin, saying in reverential form is Tonaltzin. Does heat from the Sun, day, destination.
Strength giving force. Tonalli energy, is a Mexican oil company.

tonantzin
tonantzin is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tonantzin ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In language



Náhuatl means our revered mother, our great mother, our first mother, our mother. Also currently used as the name of
woman in Mexico.

tonatiuh
Name of the great god of the Aztecs, lord of the Tollán (Sky).  Fifth Sun, Sun God.  It was also called Tonatiuhtéotl.  The
word is of Nahuatl origin and means Sun or Fifth Sun.  It is also used in Mexico as a male name. 

tonel
It is a large bowl of wood that is usually used to hold liquids, especially liquor.  Cuba, candiota, barrel.  In Colombia is
used as a synonym for fat, pot, obese, plump, stubby.

tonelaje
It is the capacity in charge of any type of vehicle.

toneles
It is an expression that wants to mean a lot of liquids.  Rivers, seas.  It is also the plural of barrel, which is a very large
container of wood or metal in which liquids are preserved, especially liquors.

tonga
It is the name of a country of Oceania in Polynesia which is the capital Nuku'alofa.  In Colombia means sequence, order,
String, succession, organization, tanda, layer.

tongano
It means native of Tonga, born in Tonga, a country of Oceania. 

tongo
Fraudulent arrangement of a party, prior agreement between opponents to simulate an outcome that will be favourable. 
Farce, mount, trap, deception, swindle.  Accommodation.

tongva
In the United States it is the generic name for a group of three Tákicas ethnics.  They are also called Gabrielinos or
Kizh, Fernadinos and Nicoleños.  It is also so called your language.  It belongs to the Uto-Aztec linguistic family.  It is
located south of the State of California in Los Angeles County and on several islands.  They were related to the Payute
or Paiute. 

tonieta
Female variant of Toni or Tony.  Apocope of Antoinette.  It is a variant of the female name Antonia.  It is of Latin origin
and means Bella as a flower.  It's the name of a song by Eddy Fontana.  Name of a Hotel, Villa Tonieta, in Pollensa ,
Balearic Islands .

tonina
It is one of the common forms of call to the pink river dolphin, which exists in the rivers of the Orinoco and Amazon
basins.  It is a mammal, not a fish, of the order Cetacea.  Its scientific name is Inia geoffrensis and belongs to the Iniidae
family.  Also receives other common names: boto, bufeo, the Amazon dolphin, Dolphin of Meta, Orinoco dolphin.



toninas
Plural of tonina .  It is one of the common ways of calling the Pink Dolphin, which exists in the rivers of the Orinoco and
Amazon basins.  It is a mammal, not a fish, of the order cetaceans.  Its scientific name is Inia geoffrensis and it belongs
to the family Iniidae.  It also receives other common names: boto, bufeo, Amazon dolphin, Meta dolphin, Orinoco
dolphin. 

tonka
In Colombia it is a brand of toys.  It is also the name of a Chilean TV presenter, model and actress, named Tonka
Tomi?i? Petri?.  It's also a way to call a tree and its seeds.  It belongs to the family Fabaceae.  It also receives other
common names such as bean tonka, cumaruna , cumarú , cumbarú , sarrapia or tagua.  Its scientific name is Dipteryx
odorata.  Industrially it is used as a substitute for vanilla.

tonsura
It is an inflection of tonsorial.  It means order as a priest.  It is also shave part of the hair of the head (on the Crown),
when it ordered a Catholic priest.  Crown.

tonsurado
It is an inflection of tonsuring.  It means to ordain (or ordain) as a priest.  It is also shaving part of the hair of the head (on
the crown), when a Catholic priest is ordained.  With crown, crowned.  Priest who has already been ordained.  Priest. 

tonteras
It means nonsense, nonsense.  It can also mean dizziness, vahydes. 

tontin
Name of one of the Smurfs .  It is also the name of one of the seven dwarfs in the tale of Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs. 
He was a victim of the jokes of his friends.  Diminutive of fool .  Tontico . 

tontorrón
Very silly, big fool, augmentative of fool.  Very big man with few intellectual abilities. 

toña
Tona is the name of a beach in the municipality of Pedernales, Basque country.  In Colombia is a family and apocopada
way to call a woman called Antonia.  It is a type of sweet bread or stuffed with sweet like a roulade or mona, typical of
the province of Alicante and the region of Murcia in Spain.  Panquemao, fogaza.

toñina
For the Andalusians it is a way of calling the tuna or tuna, a marine fish.  Its scientific name is Thunnus spp.  and
belongs to the family Scrombidae. 

toñuces
It's the plural of toñuz.  It is the name of a shrub plant that is also called chingoyo or chilca.  Its scientific name is
Pluchea chingoyo and belongs to the family Asteraceae.

top knot
Top knot, not words in Spanish language, they are words of the English language. Mean higher high, knot knot. Given



name of Top Knot in hairdressing to a hairstyle that requires long hair or extensions, to form a monkey or high loop.

top-secret
It is a term in English and means of the highest secret, the greatest secret.  Very reserved information and for a few. 
Ultra secret.  State Secret.  Classified information that only one closed group of people should know.

topa
It is a name used in Peru for a timber tree of very light wood, which is also known as balsa or guaguaripo, guano, lano,
lanero, balso, polak or tami.  Its scientific name is Ochroma pyramidale or Ochroma lagopus and it belongs to the family
Malvaceae.  A rope used in seamanship.  

topado
It is an inflection of bumping.  In Colombia means suddenly found.  It also means dehorning, cut the horns.

topadora
Player who is risky or bold.  Apparatus or machine that is used to dehorn animals.  It is also a type of excavator shovel
that fits tractors. 

topan
It is an inflection of bumping.  In Colombia, it means cutting the horns of a res.  Also in the language of the field it means
suddenly find someone, match, meet, collide.

tope
It means maximum level allowed or accepted.  Endpoint , limit , capacity .  Protection, safe, bumpers.  it also means
blow given to the head or forehead, bump, ramming, blow, shock, encounter.  Obstacle, stumble, hindrance. 

topetazo
In Colombia hit the forehead.  Two-headed shock, especially of the foreheads.  Bump. 

topetón
In Colombia, strong blow to the head, usually against another head.  Strong blow that two people give each other on the
forehead, in a clash.  Butt.  Children's game that consists of bumping the foreheads gently. 

topil
In Mexico, a person that it was Sheriff or official in a village of indigenous justice minor.  Auxiliary of Justice, arguments
or notifier (Messenger).  It is a word of Nahuatl (topile), Sheriff, judge ordinary meaning).  Topilli, in Nahuatl is refrain,
stick control, out of tool or rod.

topillo
Mole diminutive.  Common name of a small rodent in the Cricetidae family.  They are also known as arvicollinos.

topiramato
It is the name of a medicine used in epilepsy treatments.  Commercially it can be called Acominil, Topamax, Epilmax or
Fagodol, among others. 



topisimo
It's the top superlative.  It means at the highest and most exalted.  Most high, most exalted.  Very outstanding,
unmatched, unique, supremely spectacular. 

topía
TOPIA is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Topia; No tilde )" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia we say 40
topia; No tilde ) the nests of termites or termites, seen in the endless plains of the Meta and Casanare.  Termite Mound.

toples
Topless can also be used.  It's a way of dressing women leaving their breasts uncovered.  No clothes on the torso. 
Torsidesnuda.

topo
It is an inflection of bumping.  It means to find it.  It is also the name of an animal that is very good for making caves for
their burrows, they belong to the family Talpidae.  Mole is also said to a man that he lives in caves or tunnels, usually
dedicated to mining or making tunnels to escape from a prison.  Mole is also a Greek prefix meaning place, territory,
land.

topo-
It is a Greek prefix meaning land or place.  Topo-nimia is the branch of science that studies the names of the different
guardian.

topocho
It is one of the names with which the people of the eastern plains of Colombia and in the Western Llanos of Venezuela
called bananas.  To the banana of say Topochera. Not be confused with Popocho, which is another kind of banana,
which also say COP and planting in the Tolima is called Popochera or Cachaquera.  In Popocho Colombia is a fat,
obese.

topochos
It is a name given in the departments of Casanare, Meta and Arauca Plains ( Colombia ) bananas.  The causes of
banana or banana is a topochera.

topolino
In Colombia it means small, very short in stature.  Nickname of a Colombian comedian named Jorge Zuloaga, he
currently has 93 years.  Adding to Jorge Tovar's, he was also called Topolino or Topolino Criollo al Zastava 750.

topones
Plural of topon .  It means header, brace, strong encounter in which the heads are hit.  It can also mean without horns or
horns. 

toponimia
It is the part of science or knowledge that tells us where the names come from the different parts of the world.  Origin of
the names of landforms.

topónimo



It means name of a site, name of a geographical place. 

tops
Name with which a very short blouse used by women is designated.  It is basically a strip of stretch fabric that covers the
breasts and part of the back.  It lacks sleeves and strips to hold it.

toqui
It means commander, leader, general, captain.  The one who commands an army.  The word is of Mapuche origin. 

toquilla
In Colombia is one of the names that receives the Royal Palm, jipijapa, iraca or iraca Palm.  It is a Palm which hats are
made and whose scientific name is Carludovica palmata and belongs to the family Cyclanthaceae.  It is also a town and
the name of a wasteland in the Department of Boyacá.

torazo
Very big bull.  Bull augmentative. 

torá
It is the name of the sacred text of the Jews.  Basis and foundation of Judaism.  Among the Christians is called
Pentateuch.  The word means instruction, teaching, doctrine.  Also among the Jews is the Mishnah, set of norms or oral
laws, transmitted for centuries.

torbellino
Wind whirlpool.  Place where a hurricane originates.  It can also be an abundance of things or events that revolve
around the same fact.  Vortex.  Sequentiality, coincidences.  Name of a musical rhythm and a dance of the Colombian
Andean zone, which is harmonized with requinto. 

torcida
In Brazil it is the name given to the fans of a team.  Fans, followers, fans, fans, bar.

torco
In some parts of Spain it means hole, hole, hollow, pothole.  It can also mean puddle.  In Colombia and Venezuela,
family and apocopada form of Torcoroma.  It's a woman's name.  It refers to the Virgin Brunette of Ocaña or Our Lady of
Torcoroma.  Torcoroma, is the name of a mountain or mountain of Ocaña, in Norte de Santander, Colombia.

torculado
It means that it is shaped like a screw.  That looks like a nut or that serves as a press or to tighten. 

torcular
It is the name of several stars that belong to the Constellation of Pisces.  The word is of Latin origin and means the
press.  It is also called by astronomers Ómicron Piscis, Torcularis Septentrionalis, ? Piscium , ? Psc , 110 Piscium or HD
10761 . 

torcularis



Name of a star in the Constellation of Pisces.  The word is of Latin origin and means press (that of wine).  Nickname of
the god of wine (Bacchus). 

tordillo
It is a color in the fur of the horses.  Grey, combined with black and white.  In Argentina it is the name of a party or area
of the Province of Buenos Aires.  It belongs to the city of General Conesa.

tordo
It is one of the common names of a bird very common in South America and the Caribbean.  It is also called blackbird,
common blackbird, Queen Josmary, gamusino, parasitic chamon, morajú, common thrush, Chupin and azulãovaquer,
blackened and mulatto thrush, cowboy, cowboy bird and blackbird cowboy.  Its scientific name is Molothrus bonariensis
and belongs to the family Icteridae.  It is a very gregarious bird (it lives in herds or flocks).  It is one of the best known
specimens of laying parasite, because they do not make nests but deposit eggs in nests of other species.  

tordos
Plural of tordo .  In Colombia it is a very common way of calling a bird or bird.  It is also called shaman, common
shaman, morajú, blackbird, common tordo, chupin, blue, renegrido tordo, maria mulata, mulatto, denim, cowboy bird,
cowboy blackbird.  They do not build nests and reproduce by parasitism of laying.

tordulaba
Torular inflection.  It can mean denigrating, speaking ill of another person, uncovering or scolding.  It is one of the many
words invented by Julio Cortázar, in Rayuela. 

torear
In Colombia it means infuriating, fussing, inciting, fussing, provoking.  Do your best to infuriate someone else.  It can
also mean capotear, facing difficulties, dodging, defending yourself.   . 

torear a alguien
It is irritating, put rabid, get angry.  It is to disturb the temper to someone.

torero
Person who dares to capotear in front of a bull.  Matador. 

toreros
Plural of Bullfighter.  People who have trade fight with a coat or a blanket.  Cúchares art lovers.  Matador, novillero,
sword, right-handed, maletilla, lidiador.

torete
Colombia is one of the ways to call a steer or a small Bull.  Torito, torillo, maute.

toribio
Toribio is a male of Greek origin that means anyone who makes or manufactures the arches.  Outside the name toribio
is the way to call a performer of gourd in Puerto Rico.  Toribio (with accent) is the name of a municipality in the Cauca
Department in Colombia.



torii
Door or entrance to the Jinja.  It is the entrance to the sacred space.  Bow making door to Shinto shrines.  They are two
wood studs that hold two parallel Rails.  The Word as such, translates bird and is believed to be one of the uses of the
torii attract birds so they have on him.

toril
It means relative to the bull.  Place of confinement of caste bulls.

tormenta
It can mean gale, storm, storm, downpour, storm.  Also avatar, misfortune, misfortune, adversity.  An atmospheric
phenomenon in which strong winds, severe rains and electric shocks are accompanied. 

tormento
Torture, anguish, physical pain.  It is also the name of a Chilean percussion musical instrument.  Ordeal, martyrdom,
calvary, suffering. 

torna
Turning turn.  It means return, return, return, return, return, move, transform, change.

tornadizo
It means it changes easily.  It means fickle, variant, changing, frivolous, versatile, unstable, inconsequencent, variable. 

tornamesas
It is the same as record players.  Artifact through which acetate discs are playable.

tornar
It means changing.  It means returning, returning, returning, restoring, returning, moving, transforming, changing.

tornavirón
A blow that occurs with the backhand of the hand on the face of another person.  Torniscón , sopapo . 

torneadas
Formed with a lathe. Curvy, well formed. With an attractive and harmonious contour.

torneado
It means soft and delicate curves.  It has been polished or shaped into a lathe.  Curvilinear, curved. 

tornear
It means polishing or forming with a lathe.  Give rounded shape to one thing. 

torné
Turning inflection, which means to return, to return, to return.  It also means to restore, return, exchange, move,
transform. 



tornose que es
It is an inflection of becoming.  Means change, return, resume, returned, return, return, restore, move, transform, seam.

toro
Common name of a ruminant mammal which is the male cow.  Its scientific name is Bos tourus and it belongs to the
Bovidae family.  Name of the Indian adventure companion of the Lone Ranger.  Name of a Colombian municipality
located in the north of the Department of Valle.  Name of Railway Station in Greater Buenos Aires, in Argentina. 
Surname of Spanish origin.  Name of town located in Spain, in the Province of Zaragoza.  Name of a river in Costa Rica.
 Name of an asteroid (1685).  In Geometry it is the name of a geometric body (torus class), which in this case means
protrusion or curved elevation.  In Architecture it is a type of molding.  In Colombia it means very strong man. 

toroide
It is a geometrical figure like a donut or a donut.  It is the product of a closed curve rotating about its axis.  Ring, ring,
rings, threads.

toromba
It can mean cluster, set of stars.  Set of stars that always presents the same pattern in the sky.  It can also mean head,
especially if you lack hair, bald head.  Vulgarly virile member, penis.   Interestingly it is also a woman's first name and
surname.  Name of very famous flamenco dance teacher, called Toromba Suárez.  Surname of Namibian football player
and who played in the South African league with the Black Leopards.  Totomba played for his country's 2008 Africa Cup
national football team.  His name is Hartman Toromba and he played as a defender. 

torombolo
It is one of the common names of fruit that is produced in Colombia, also known as fruit carambolo, Star, chiramelo,
carambolera and Carom.   It belongs to the family Oxalidaceae.  It is a shrub of scientific name Averrhoa carambola.  It
is quite acidic.  Torombolo is a character from the comics of Archie (EU).  It is the best friend and confident of Archie, his
real name is Forsythe Pendleton "Torombolo" Jones III.

torongil
The correct term is Melissa (with j, although many write it with g).  It is one of the common names of a herbal, aromatic
and medicinal plant.  Its scientific name is Melissa officinalis.  It belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  Also receives other
common names: Lemongrass, lemon, lemon balm, cidrac, herb Citron, sheet abejera, toronjilla.

toronja
In Colombia and Ecuador told grapefruit, the same Naranjilla, Lulo or Bombolo.  It is a shrub, full of purple pubescencias
and with many thorns plant.  Its scientific name is Solanum quitoense and belongs to the Solanaceae family.  It is a
delicious fruit of South American origin.  Variety of citrus fruit, which is characterized by its very bitter fruit rinds.  It is
actually an accidental crossing of sweet orange, ( Citrus sinensis ) and the grapefruit or Shadocck ( Citrus maxima or
Citrus grandis ).  Its technical name is Citrus x paradise, which means that it is a hybrid.  It is native to the Caribbean (
Barbados ).  Do not confuse with the grapefruit which is a similar citrus. Although in English, will call you the grapefruit
Grapefruit, it has nothing to do with the grape.

toropisco
In Colombia it is the common name of a bird with black plumage and red breast.  We also call him a bloodthred.  In
Argentina it is called yacutoro or yacú toro; in Paraguay is called yacú toro or yacú pechirrojo.  It's a frugivorous bird
from South America.  Its scientific name is Pyroderus scutatus, where Pyroderus means red throat or fire choker and
scutatus, means it has a shield or has a shield on the chest.  It belongs to the cotingidae family.



toros coleados
It is a native Plains examining fun, considered a traditional sport.  Throwing a bull career by a sleeve and behind it a
rider that of down only by grasping tail.  It is clarified that although the knocked-down Bull can give several turns about
its backbone (campanlla or double Bell) very rarely is injured.

torota
It means indigestion, badly caused by overeating.  It's also another way to call the euphonium.  It also means head, club.
 In Peru anea or belfry (totora), which is an aquatic plant from which cough remedies are made.  Its fiber is used to make
nets, baskets and rafts.  Its stem is edible and serves as livestock feed. 

torpedo
Lethal weapons from submarines.  Released or self-propelled projectiles that move through the waters of the sea and
who exploit reaching its goal.  Naval projectiles.

torpesa
It means lack of skill, lack of skill.  It's the quality or defect of the clumsy.  Ineptitude, inability, incompetence,
coarseness, rudeness, ordinariez.

torque
It's a horseshoe-shaped necklace.  It is also the name of a Uruguayan football team ( Atlético Torque).  Nickname of a
Spanish footballer named Jorge Resurrección Merodio and who is well known as Koke.  In Mechanics is the force
applied on a lever that rotates some part (for example when rotating a wrench on a nut).  Torque.  Set of forces.

torr
It is the unit of auxiliary pressure equivalent to 1 mm of mercury.  It was given that name in honor of Evangelista
Torricelli.  Torr is the abbreviation and name of that unit of pressure.  The unit of measure of official pressure is the
Pascal and there is a very small difference between both measures.

torrada
It means dried, toasted, golden, dehydrated. 

torrado
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Inflection of torrar, which means to roast, burn or brown in excess.  Roasted, burned,
gilded. 

torrar
It means subjecting to the action of fire or heat to roast or worship it.  Roasting, browning, roasting, chamuscaring. 

torre
Building or high-rise construction.  Otero, to oversee construction.  Tab of the game of chess, which is placed at the
ends of the Board (the corners).  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of several Spanish towns.  Name of the
maximum height of Portugal, in the Serra da Estrela.  Systems, is a computer Cabinet.

torre de vigilancia
It is the definition of albarrana or watchtower.



torrear
It means fortifying a building to defend itself.  Strengthen a building, a castle or a square.  It can also be otear or watch
from a tower. 

torrenta
Means without control, torrent.  It can mean crowd, crowd, bunch, unbridled water, flood, flood, Avenue.  Water whose
strength affect or erode its banks.

torrente
Stream of water coming down from the mountain with force.  It is precipitated with force or violence.  Current, flow, flood,
waterfall, flood Avenue.  Also used as a synonym for mob, crowd, flocked, lot and rain.

torrentes
Plural of torrent .  It means violent and sudden flow of water that rushes down a slope and that has its origin in very
heavy rains.  It can also be caused by abundant thaw in strong summers.  They are usually temporary (not permanent). 
It can also be a large influx of people who advance along a narrow path and in the same direction. 

torreya
It means dedicated to John Torrey an American botanist.  It is the name of a botanical genus of coniferous plants in the
family Cephalotaxaceae ( or Taxaceae ).

torrezno
It is a way of calling elongated chicharrones in Spain.  Strips of fried and crunchy bacon elongated.  They are very
typical in Soria.  In Colombia we tell them trains or chicharrón of several cars. 

torreznos
Plural of torrezno .  They are cubes of chicharrón or fried bacon.  It is a typical dish of Soria in Spain.  Greaves, fried
bacons. 

torridness
It's an English word that means torrid.  It means hot, fiery.

torrijos
In Colombia and Panama, it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a general who was head of state in Panama,
whose name was Omar Efraín Torrijos Herrera.  His son was also president of Panama Ebtre 2005 and 2009.  His name
is Martín Erasto Torrijos Espino.

torrisco
It is one of the common names of a shrub, also known as chorvisco, torvisco, matapollo, matapulgas, torvisquera,
matagallinas or dafne.  Its scientific name is Daphne gnidium of the family Thymelaeaceae. 

torronteses
Wines that are produced with white grapes, more than all in Spain, Portugal and Argentina.  These grapes come in its
origins in Cadiz and Seville ( 41 Spain;.



torrotito
Banners or gallantry that are deployed on holidays.  In marinery pennants that show the ships in bow and stern. 

torta
In Colombia it is the same as ponqué, cake or even cake.  It is a preparation of wheat flour, butter or margarine, sugar
and some other additional ingredients, which is baked.  It may or may not be decorated with an outer sweet cream. 

tortazo
It is usually called a slap to a strong goal, either given or received.  Hard fall, blow.  Also a blow given with a cake. 
Daubed with a cake, usually at a celebration. 

tortilla
Tortilla or Tortilla is one of the songs protest (social music) most popular.  Arepuela formed with scrambled eggs. 
Diminutive of cake.  Scrambled eggs, clutter and mess.

tortillera
Container or paila where tortillas are made or placed.  Person who makes or sells tortillas.  In street language it is a
derogatory way of calling a lesbian. 

tortón
Augmentative cake.  Very big cake.  In several American countries it is a type of heavy-duty truck, usually double-troque
or double-axle in its bodywork.  Double die truck.  it is longer than an ordinary truck, but shorter than a tractomula. 

tortugota
Turtle Augmentative .  Large turtle, large turtle.  It has become customary to call the lute or tinglar tortoise so that it
reaches a bit more than two meters.  You can also tell the Galapagos tortoise.

tortuoso
It means very difficult, which causes great difficulty.  That causes torture.  It also means that it is zigzag, wavy, sinuous,
having curves.  Crooked, tangled.  Difficult. 

tortura
Action or effect of torturing .  Action that purports to cause pain, torment or affliction to another person, in order to make
him speak, rat on or confess something reprehensible.  Suffering, martyrdom, torment, ordeal. 

torturante
Action that purports to cause pain, injury, torment or distress to the affected.  It means that it causes pain, martyrdom,
affliction or torment persistently or permanently.  That generates torture or suffering. 

torula
The correct term is swab.  It is a kind of yeast known as Candida utilis, found in rich cellulose or Xylose, especially on
wood or paper environments.  Much used in the food industry for its aroma and flavor to meat. Formerly a taxonomic
genus Torula but was changed by the Candida.



torunda
It is the name given to a small cotton ball or speck, often accompanied by sterilized gauze and used to make healings. 

torvellino
torvellino is incorrectly written, and should be written as whirlwind.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is whirlwind. 
It is a swirl of wind, caused by the meeting of cold and hot masses.  A breeze that begins soft, is accelerating in
ascending circles and lift light weight items such as paper, leaves, etc.  It is a series of events that occur in series and
that relate to each other.  It is a type of musical piece and its corresponding typical dance of the Colombian Andean
zone; It has string instruments like guitar, tiple, and mandolin, but which most stands out is the requinto.  Verses are
made.

torvo
It means fierce appearance, angry appearance.  Who looks with anger or fierceness.  It reflects fierceness.

tos de perro
Cough that reflects high congestion with phlegm in the airways.  It is hoarse and sometimes accompanied by whistles.  It
is delicate as it may indicate bronchitis or bronchoolitis.

tosca
Women's rough.  It means rude, crude, rough, enough, rough, rustic, rudimentary, ordinary, rude.  It's the name of an
Opera by Giacomo Puccini.

toscana
It is the name of one of the administrative regions into which Italy is divided. It is located in the center-north of Italy.  The
most important cities are Florence and Carrara. 

toscano
In Architecture it is a type of capital composed of five smooth pieces.  It is a surname that is disputed if it is of Spanish
origin (Castilian) or if it is Italian and refers to the region of Tuscany, whose most important city is Florence.  Tuscan is
also a dialect spoken in that region and which is the basis of the Italian language and the most similar and least distant
from Latin. 

tosco
Person who lacks culture.  Lack of education, training or polish.  Ordinary, uneducated, rude, crude, basto.

tosferina
It is the name of a severe and highly contagious disease.  It is also called, pertussis, 100-day cough, whooping cough,
coqueluche or convulsive cough.  It is produced by the bacterium Bordetella pertussis.  It gives at any age, but in young
children who have not completed their vaccination scheme, can cause severe disabilities, meningitis and even death. 
Affects the upper airways.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be pertussis, 100-day cough, whooping
cough, coqueluche or convulsive cough

tosigo
The correct term is tosigo with tilde.  It means toxic, poison, toxin, poison.  It can also mean bitterness, distress, distress,
grief, scouring, heartbreak, restlessness.



tostada
Slice of crispy bread.  Slice of bread that was passed through the toaster.  Inflection will be toasted.  It means drying
with heat, dehydrating, browning, scorning.  It also means tanning.   Golden, scorched. 

tostado
In Colombia it means dry, dry, crunch, dehydrated.  It is also the name of a small biscuit (eye : here cake is not only
cake or ponqué , it is also dry bun, usually with cheese).  We also say toasted to the chicory (achiras sponge).

tostel
In Costa Rica it is a generalized name for all kinds of confectionery products such as biscuits and cakes.

tostón
Small cube of bread fried in oil.  It can also be the same bucket of bread but toasted.  They are used to accompany
soups or stews.  In the Caribbean region, tachino, patacón, are pieces of green banana flattened and fried. 

tot
Toth or Thoth is also used.  It was the name of the God of Wisdom among the Egyptians.  God who had maximum
authority over the other gods in ancient Egypt.  He was a time-governing lunar god.  God of Water among the
Phoenicians ( Taaut ) 

tota
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Boyacá.  It is the name of a large lake in that same
region.  It was also the name of a cacica of the Zenu people in Córdoba.

totam
It is the name of a village in India, in the state of Uttarakhand.  It is located on the edge of Jim Corbett National Park. 
Totam or totem, is a protective spirit of the Native American tribes, usually represented by an animal.

totay
In Bolivia, totay or totaí is called a species of palm tree that is also known elsewhere as coyol, cocoyol, corozo, lata,
píritu, güis, or uvita.  Its scientific name is Bactris guieenensis.  It belongs to the Arecaceae family.  It can be found in
Central and South America and in the Caribbean Islands. 

totazo
In Colombia it means hard hit, usually in a fall.  We also say baton, matracazo or mamonazo.

tote
Colombia is a small sample of pyrotechnic game that prohibited commercial.  It is a wheel of white phosphorus that turns
to raking against the ground.  The totes are very toxic.  Be as a tote is to be furious, bravo, malgeniado.

totear
In Colombia, it means produce noise, especially to trap heat.  It is also burst, crack, crack.  Exploit.

totemismo



It is the veneration by tribes of a totem or idol.  A religious and belief system based on a totem pole. 

tothom
tothom is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tot-hom" being its meaning:<br>It must be Tot-hom. It is a
Catalan fashion brand.   ( todo-uno translates to the Spanish )

toti
In Colombia, it is a familiar and affectionate way of calling a woman named Sofia.  Colombian actress Sofia Vergara has
a good idea.  Name of a snow-capped mountain in Colombia, which is part of the Sierra Nevada de El Cocuy, in the
national park of the same name.  In Cuba, it is one of the names of a bird with black plumage, which is also called
choncholí.  It feeds on insects and seeds. 

toto
In Central America, Colombia and Venezuela is a small aquatic bird, cock, Parrot, Woodcock.  It also means stick,
baton, truncheon, garrote.  In Colombia is a colloquial form of calling a FAT or plump, fat friend.  Nickname for a former
player of Colombian soccer, called "Toto" Jesus Rubio.  It is also the name of a Rock band in United States. Name
several African cities (Nigeria, Angola)

toto la momposina
"Totó La Momposina", is the stage name of a singer-songwriter, Colombian folk singer, whose real name is Sonia
Bazanta Vides.

totokia
It is a type of weapon of war used by the tribes of Fiji Islands.  It consists of a rod or long stick (resembling a cane) that
has a metal ball at the end and a pick, which was used to drill the skull of the adversary.  Maza was said pineapple, but
it was actually more similar to the fruit of the Pandanus.  He also served as support and was a symbol of high rank.

totola
In Mexico it is a way of calling the female pisco, turkey or guajolote.  Pisca .  Nickname with which you meet an
Argentine musician named Aldo César Orozco.

totole
It is one of the forms in Mexico call the Turkey or Pisco.  They also say Turkey, Cocono, and Towhee.

totopo
In Mexico, it is the name given to a piece or fraction of toasted or dehydrated corn tortilla (usually broken into squares). 

totoposte
In Mexico it is a dehydrated and toasted tortilla.  It is used to prepare other edibles.  Totopostle . 

totoras
Aquatic plant that is abundant in Lake Titicaca.  Its scientific name is Schoenoplectus californicus and belongs to the
Ciperaceae family.  It also receives the names of Reed, Cattail, Cattail, Vathu rushes.  Used to make boats,



totumas
Plural of Totuma.  It is a semispherical vessel that can be used to take fluids, is manufactured by putting to dry the fruit
of the Tree of Totumo (Crescentia cujete-family Bignoniaceae) and is parted in two.  Bowl.  In Colombia the word is used
as a synonym for the head.  In Colombia, both the tree and the vase are also told Pumpkin, Táparo or Morro.

totumo
It is a hemispherical bowl of natural origin that can be used to take liquids, is manufactured by putting dry the fruit of a
tree which we also call Totumo scientific name Crescentia cujete, belonging to the family Bignoniaceae).  It splits in two. 
Bowl.  In Colombia, is the name of a sidewalk in Ibagué, in the Department of Tolima.  .  In Colombia, both the tree and
the vessel also said les taparo, morro, or squash.

touchdown
It literally means touching the ground.  In the football game it is the highest scoring play and is achieved when a scorer
reaches the end of the opposite field without being intercepted and places the ball on the ground. 

touche
It's a Word of the French language and means playing.

tourmalet
Name of the highest mountain pass of the French Pyrenees.  It has a height of 2115 meters.  It is also called Col du
Tourmalet.  The word in gascon language, means "bad return", "bad return".  It is one of the most difficult climbs for
cyclists.  This site has been spent on most Tours of France.

tova
It is one of the common names that receives a small bird from the lark family.  It is also known as co-ore, galerite,
cogujada, cugujada, totovía or cotovía.  Its scientific name is Lullula arborea and belongs to the family Alaudidae . 
Tova, is also the name of a small uninhabited island in Argentina.  It is located in Melo Bay, Gulf of San Jorde, Chubut
Province.  La Tova is also a Spanish town belonging to Lorca, in the Region of Murcia.

tovarich
Tovarich or Tovarish is the name of an American film shot in 1937 and directed by Anatole Litvak.

toxcoyoa
It is a name of Nahuatl origin used in Mexico.  It means place of rabbit coyote.  It also means noise produced by rabbit.

toxicoteca
It is a place where you can accumulate or keep poisons or toxic substances.  Wine cellar or granary of toxic or poison.

toxidermitis
It is an inflammation of the dermis caused by toxic substances or allergic reactions.  Swellings in the skin, caused by the
action of a poison.

toxodón
They are a kind of prehistoric mammals South American, predecessors of the current ungulates ( having hooves ).  Its
name means inclined tooth or tooth arrow.



toxoide
It is a type of vaccine that immunizes for the action of bacteria and various types of infections.  It acts against toxins. 
Tetanus toxoid or tetanus vaccine is very common.  Vaccine.

toxorhamphus
It means crooked or curved beak.  is the name of a genus of birds in the family Melanocharitidae.  They are typical of
New Guinea and are known as picabayas or picudos.

toxostoma
It means with the stomach or the crooked belly.  In Botany it is one of the names of a disease that gives to corn cobs, by
which it produces fewer grains and the tusa is crooked.  It is caused by a fungus ( Ustilago maydis ).  Despite this, it is
edible and very desirable in Mexico, where it is called huitlacoche or cuitlacoche.  Although in Mexico it is considered a
delicacy, in the rest of countries we consider it a pest.  Toxostoma, in Ornitology, is also a genus of birds in the family
Mimidae, known as sinsontes or cuckoos.

toyo
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a squalo ( shark, without specifying gender or species).  Youthful shark. 
Tollo is also used.

toyuyo
It's also called tuyuyo.  In Guarani it means swollen neck.  It is one of the common names in Peru of a stilt bird, also
known as American Jabirú or Garzón Soldado.  It is from the family Ciconiidae.  It's the biggest stork in America.

toza
Cut is the same as stump, piece of expelled or downed tree trunk and which is joined to the root.  Piece of wood used to
attach the yoke of a plow.

tozuda
In Colombia it means stubborn, stubborn, persistent, stubborn, stubborn, insistent.  That you do not give up easily.  That
insists, persists and does not give up. 

tozudez
It means stubbornness, stubbornness, persistence, insistence, persistence, commitment, determination.  To commit a
fault again, to porfiar, to stubbornly, to reoffend, to relapse, to reiterate.  Rebelliousness. 

tozudo
In Colombia it means stubborn, porfiado, persistent, stubborn, stubborn, insistent.  That you don't give up easily.

tópico
It means that it belongs to a defined site.  In Medicine is the use given to certain medications that are applied directly to
the site of pain or condition.  They are for external use.  Local , localized .

tópicos
They are medicines for external use.  Creams, ointments.



tórax
Middle part of the body, between the neck and waist.  Trunk, chest.

tórculo
It is a type of press, used in printing presses.  It looks like a screw, which can be screwed, pressed or tightened. 

tórpida
To act late or slow.  It means that it moves awkwardly, that it acts with difficulty.  It can also mean stable condition or that
it does not improve or worsen, that it does not change or is not altered, regular. 

tórpido
It means that it moves awkwardly, that it acts with difficulty.  Act late or slow.

tórrido
It means very strong or very notorious, very hot, hot or warm.  Fiery Hot, stifling, blistering, burning, scorching.

tórtola
Colombia Tortola in a dove-like but smaller bird.  There are many species in Colombia and the world.  It is the family
Columbidae, and the scientific name of the most common species that is dove grey domestic or common Dove Zenaida
aurita. They are tanpopulares in our country by their cooing that in Colombia to the loving couples say lovebirds.

tórtolas
It is the common name we give in Colombia to very common birds of the pigeon family.  We also give them the names of
columbines, tortolites or coconuts.  Its scientific name is Streptopelia turtur and belongs to the family Columbidae.  It is
considered the symbol of faithful and lasting love.  Colloquially love-to-las or love-to-tolos means lover's partner.

tósigo
It means toxic, poison, toxin, venom.  It can also mean bitterness, anguish, grief,, taint,

tq
It's the lazy, stingy way of writing "I love you."  A little less lazy is tqm (I love you very much).  It is used in written social
media messages.

traba
In Colombia it means impediment, obstacle, difficulty, disadvantage, hindrance.  In the slang of addicts travel, be under
the affects of the drug.

trabajadores
Means workers, operators, workers, laborers, people running the farm work, workers, Colombia farmers.  Hard-working,
diligent, caring, wise.

trabajar
It means executing the trades or tasks according to the needs.  Execute activities according to a profession or trade.  To
exercise a profession .  Develop activities according to a labor pact.  To work, to execute, to function, to exercise, to



produce, to manufacture. 

trabécula
Fibrous network covering an organ.  Fibrous tissue. 

trabina
It is a way of calling the fruit of sabina or cypress.  It is another way to call a tree, which is also known as cypress,
enebra, ? sabina, tarabina or trabino.  It belongs to the family Cupressaceae and its scientific name is Juniperus
thurifera.  Cypress seed. 

trabuco
In Colombia, ninth baseball team.  Short thick barrel shotgun.

traca
Layer of wood or metal that covers a boat, pyrotechnic neckband that has United several firecrackers.  Thunder,
tracatraca, DIN.

tracala
The term used is trácala.  In Colombia you mean trick, trap, deception, chicanery, ruse, scam.

tracalada
In Colombia it means crowd, crowd, heap, abundance, exaggeration, amount, large quantity.

tracalero
It means trickster, cheater, rascal, con man, con man.  A cheating person or not paying their debts.

tracalosa
Mean hoaxer, Trickster, enganera, liar.  Deception, making trap.  That it is customary to make tracalas.

tracatera
It is a way of saying shooting, shooting. Tracatre is an onomatopoeia of a shot, a shot.

tracatraca
In Colombia, it is a toy consisting of two balls or spheres, joined by a rope.  It is played by grabbing the rope in half and
by means of a rhythmic movement of up and down, it is about making the balls crash as long as possible.  The sound
that is generated is exactly a very annoying traca-traca. 

trachiphonus
Trachyphonus is best indicated.  It means neck or short throat.  It is a genus of birds in the family Lybiidae.  They are
known as African beards.  They're insectivores.

tractorista
In Colombia may be driver or driver of a tractor, also a mechanic specializing in tractors or their rigs.



tradeable
The correct term is tradable.  It is an English word which means that you can negotiate, trafficking or trading. 
Negotiable, marketable, traficable.

tradiciones
It means old customs, ancestral customs. Customs, acerbic, customs, folklore, usual, ancestral, secular, roots,
legendary.

traducir dashed en espanol
It is an English word meaning striping, which has or has stripes.

traer frito
Bring fried or have better fried, are phrases used in Colombia to denote to us it must be tied up, handcuffed, unable to
do anything, without being able to act to improve the current conditions. Also used to tell effectuated, astonished, in love,
lelo, smitten, crazy, Spellbound, fascinated, bedeviled, amazed, dumbfounded, braking, ecstatic.

trafa
It means cheating, cheating, tricking, fraud.

trafagueado
It's a tipping to swallow.  In Colombia it means to make trades, activities or chores usually domestic making noise, which
tire and cause discomfort.  Busy, slobred.

trafaguear
In Colombia it means to make trades, activities or chores usually domestic making noise, which tire and cause
discomfort.

traga
In Colombia is a way of referring to the person who has us befogged, amazed, captivated, enthralled.  In love or in love. 
It is usually an infatuation for someone unattainable or impossible and without knowledge of the other person.  Platonic
love.  Turning to swallow.  Pass is something to be had in the mouth and is not food.  Eating fast and without chewing.

tragada
In Colombia it means very much in love.  Inflection of swallowing, which means eating for large pieces and in a hurry. 

tragadal
It means tambourine, burial, mud, mud.  Mud saturated with water that forms in some sections of the bridle paths. 

tragadera
It's a kind of vulgar way of saying eat, feed.  Eat of fast and unlabeled wood.

tragado
In Colombia super-full.  It means very much in love, very in love, fascinated, garmentd.  Inflection of swallowing, which
means eating in large pieces, swallowing, ingesting, gobbling.  We have a popular adage that says.  .  .  . "More



swallowed than washing machine bed". 

tragante
In Guatemala they say top hole and its grid where is drain the waters rain of a street and go to storm drains or sewers. 
In Colombia we say sinks.

tragantina
In Colombia means binge.  Food exaggerated or excessive.  Feast agape, banquet, cuchipanda, cenata.  Sumptuous
dinner.

tragantía
Name given to a Moorish princess turned snake in Jienian legends. 

tragar entero
It can refer to swallowing or eating without chewing properly.  In Colombia it means being convinced very easily,
believing too much in what others say, not distrusting and being very naïve. 

tragarse
Move quickly on a food.  Choking with something that was in the mouth and is not food.  In Colombia, colloquially means
fall completely in love, be amazed, enthralled, captivated.

tragasable
Circus performer who performs by swallowing bladed weapons.  Felatomaniac . 

trago
A portion of liquid, liquor, or water taken all at once.  Liquor.  Swallowing inflection meaning swallowing, eating.  It is also
the name given to the small prominence found at the entrance of the ear. 

tragopan
It means it looks like a goat or like a goat.  The correct or most suitable term is tragopán .  It is the name of a genus of
birds in the family Phasianidae.  They are known as cuckold pheasants or horned pheasants (it is also one of the
common names of those birds).  It is found in the southern Himalayas and Southeast Asia.

tragón
It means he eats a lot, he swallows a lot.  Sweet, eaten, devouring, gluttonous. 

traguiao
In Colombia it means drunk, drunk, drunk.  Past drinks. 

traila
It's a way to call a mobile home or motor home. 

traina



It is a type of mesh or net that is used to catch fish.  Nasa, rigging, redaying, net, almadraba, atarraya.

trainer
It's an English word that means coach.  Translation as a preparer or tamer is also valid.

trainera
Name of a small oar or sail boat that is used for fishing.  It is also used for sports competitions, with several rowers. 

traje
It means dress, costumes, clothing, apparel, attire, outfit.  It is also an inflection bring.  It means closer approach, lend,
use, look.

trajín
It means hard or intense work.  Exposure or wear and tear from work.  Effort, work, wear, hustle, hustle, bustle, work,
occupation. 

tralla
It is the name of a leather strip or strap that is used to whip the beasts.  Fusta, whip, strap, zurriago, pretina.

trama
It can be an inflection of weaving, which means concocting, plotting, planning, machining.  It is also another way of
calling the olive or olive flower.  Flowering of the olive tree .  Rapa, cadillo, eskimo. 

tramacazo
In Colombia it means hit or very strong fall.  THUMP, totazo.  It also means blow with a stick, bat or cudgel.  Palazo,
garrote blow, hit.

tramadas
In Colombia it means convinced, that they believe what they were told or told.  It is an inflection of wefting, which means
machining, composing, warping, preparing, planning. 

tramadol
In Pharmacology, it is the name of a drug, used as a strong painkiller.  Commercially it is also achieved with the names
tramal, Adolonta, Durela.

tramadora
In Colombia it means that intrigue, that it deceives.  That cheats, that entangled.  False . 

trambollo
It is the name of a marine fish of the family Labrisomidae.  It is also known as blenia.

trambuca
It is inflection of trambucar .  It means to sink, to sink.  It can also mean confusing, stunning, disturbing, entangling.  It is



used in Colombia and Venezuela. 

tramita
It's a turning point to process.  It means managing, diligence, performing some kind of official procedure in a government
office.  Make arrangements in an official office.

tramitologiaía
The correct term is red tape.  In Colombia is the process or procedure that is required to obtain a license or official
permission in order to be able to develop any activity.  Paperwork, proceedings, proceedings, tramitomania.

tramitología
It is a word used in Colombia.  It means the process that must be performed before an entity to obtain any type of permit
or license.  Usually for obtaining the licence should make steps leading to other entities, which we call paperwork,
errands or paperwork.  It is so wasteful this red tape or paperwork there are skilled in helping to make these proceedings
who we call brokers.

tramojazo
Augmentative stretch.  It means very strong blow, usually caused by something very blunt.  The word derives from
tramojo, which was a thick piece of very resistant wood that was used to join the oxen.  Hit given with a stretch, club or
tranca.  Trancazo, garrotazo.  The term is used in Colombia.

tramoya
It is the set of mechanisms, cords or pulleys which allow you to change in a timely manner the decorations of a theatre
to change event or scene.  It is a synonym of entanglement, tangle, knot, mess, mess.

trampa
Instrument widely used to catch animals by poachers.  It is a synonym of dirty tricks, deceptions. In the oil industry is a
tank of small dimensions that is used to separate water from the crude collected by perimeter channels oil.  It tells them
also skimmers or skimmers.  Hatch, portanuela, ruse, stratagem, lie, fraud, scam, swindle. In Colombia is the way to
evade a rule, how to take advantage of something in an illegal manner.

trampa de tucídides
It is the severe and lethal tension that originates when a new or young power challenges a already strong and
established one.  Today it refers to the signs of war between China and the United States (in antiquity it was between
Athens and Sparta).

tramuyo
In Colombia means trap, ruse, ruse, hoax, scam, fraud, maturranga, lure, trick, trick trick.

trancazo
Strong hit given with a wood or tranca.  Garrotazo.  In Colombia it is used to designate any type of strong and blunt
blow.

tranchete
It is a type of leather cutter used by the shoemaker.  It is characterized by having quite sharp (it is very sharp or sharp)



and is curved in the shape of a crescent.  Pad cutter (ram-tanned leather). 

tranchetes
It is a type of leather cutter used by the shoemaker.  It is characterized by having quite sharp (it is very sharp or sharp)
and is curved in the shape of a crescent.  Pad cutter (ram-tanned leather). 

trancón
In Colombia means jam, bottleneck of vehicles, congestion from cars, taco.  Severe decrease in the mobility of the
vehicles.

tranformador
It means transforming, that it leads to a change or reform.  Innova or modifies.  Reformer, innovative, modifier. 
Electricity is a device which has the function transforming or modifying the tension of energy without changing its power. 
Trafo.

tranfronteriza
The correct term is cross-border. It means that it crosses the border, which goes beyond the border. 

tranga
Character of the carnivals of Bielsa.  Horned Cornstolenic character. 

tranquera
In the Eastern Llanos of Colombia, tranquera and better still tranquero is a livestock corral door made with trancas or
crossed sticks.

tranquilícese
To say calm down, compose, sosieguese.  Take it easy, be calm.  Turning calm down, which means calm, compose,
calm it.

transductivo
It is a kind of thinking in the educational process.  It is different to the thought deductive and inductive thinking.  The
deductive it goes on general cases to individuals and in particular inductive generals. On transductive thought, we move
between several unique or specific cases with the aim of establishing differences and similarities between them.  By this
motivoel transductive thought is also called analogical thinking.

transeuntes
The correct word is passers-by, with tilde.  Plural of passerby .  Person who lives or resides temporarily in a place. 
Passenger.  A person who moves or one place to another, usually on foot.  Walker.  Person passing or transiting a place
or place.

transfuga
In Colombia it is used to designate a treacherous person, has no scruples to change look and harm to others, and lives
just looking for their personal benefit.  In Colombia we also use the same meaning twisted words, Pharisee, hypocrite,
double, Toad.  Person that can not be trusted in any way.  It is also taken as a form of insult grave ( HP ).  Unfair.



transgénero
It is a person who, having been born with a certain sex, intends with aesthetic and hormonal means to change it.  The
transgender does not feel satisfied with the sex that was born and tries to change it. 

transgénico
It is the name given to all types of organism and/or product that has undergone genetic modifications.  All elements look
like copies to each other, they are identical.  Genetically modified organism .

transgiversar
The correct term is to misrepresent.  It means modifying or altering.  Give an interpretation wrong or wrong something. 
Try to deceive or to believe that things are different to what is believed.

transgresión
It means violation, non-compliance, disobedience of a rule, law or mandate.  Infringement.  It is the action or effect of
transgressing, which means infringing, violating, violating, disobeying, breaking, violating.

transhumante
The correct term is Nomad (without the n).  Means wandering, traveling, Nomad, vagabond, Pilgrim, traveler.

transia
Transia or the Republic of Transia, is a small country located in the Balkans, which borders to the South with Greece,
Southwest Macedonia, to the Southeast with Belgrium, to the Northeast with Transylvania and the Northwest with
Serbia.Es a country fantasy product, framed in a real area of Romania, where they were supposedly the Avengers and
the fantastic 4.

transida
It means needed.  That requires help or relief.  It also means trite, boring, distressed, distressed. 

transidisciplinario
The correct term is transdisciplinary. It means that it transcends one discipline or cognitive science. It goes beyond the
limits of a single discipline or science and gets on others they are related or not.

transido
It means terrified, fatigued, distressed, sad, bored.  Distressed, poor, needy. 

transilvania
He wants to tell it beyond the forest, the forest or the jungle.  Beyond the mountain.  It is the name of a region of the
present Territory of Romania.  It is also called Ardeal.  Area where Count Dracula is said to have lived.  It is surrounded
by the Carpathian Mountains.

transir
It can mean crossing, passing from one side to the other.  It can also mean passing, happening.  Finish, end up dying,
die. 



transito
It is an inflection of transit, which means wandering, circular, moving, moving, walking, walking. 

transmisor
The one that transmits, that is, the one that throws sounds or radio signals into the air.  It means the one that emits, the
one that makes emissions.  In terms of broadcasting, it is the place where the relay antennas of a station are located or
also the radio booths where the signals of the stations are produced.  That transmits, that carries, that inoculates.  In
Medicine and especially in Infectology it is an insect or other animal that is a vector in the contagion of a virus or a
disease (mosquito, vampire). 

transmite
It is an inflection of transmit.  It means transfer, transport, send, deliver, ceder, communicate, issue, spread, spread,
infect.  spread.

transmóvil
It is a vehicle adapted to make radio transmissions of sporting events, especially cycling. 

transnacionales
Name given to companies working in several countries.  It literally means several nations.  In Latin America it has
pejorative use, as it usually refers to companies and emporios from industrialized countries that come to rid the rant of
our resources, leaving penguin profits.

transnistria
Transnistria also Transdnistrian or Transdniestria is a way of calling an area or region which is located after the Dniester
River between Moldova and Ukraine.  It was formed as independent Republic in 1990 and its capital is Tiraspol. 
Transnistria or Cisdniester.

transoceánico
It means that it is on the other side of the ocean.  It also means that it crosses the ocean. 

transodiante
It's the same as transfobo.  He is the person who discriminates or does not accept transs.  Make him uncomfortable with
the trans. 

transpicacion
transpicacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sweating" being its meaning:<br>I think that they wanted to
tell perspiration. If so it means: action of perspiration. Clear fluid producing glands that are in the skin and that is
expelled through it

transportador
It is a person engaged in the transport of passengers, either as an operator of a public service vehicle (driver, driver) or
as an entrepreneur for the same purposes.  person driving a vehicle, either to carry passengers or cargo.  In
Mathematics, Geometry, Drawing and Nautical is an instrument used to measure degrees.

transporte



A system that is used to take people from one place to another.  System of processes that have as their purpose the
communication and displacement.  In Colombia it is one of the ministries of the government and is dedicated to
standardize, regulate and control everything related to the movement of passengers, regulation of the systems of
displacement, roads and transit of vehicles.  Inflection of transporting which means carrying, moving, loading, towing,
carrying, driving. 

tranzar
Contadina, means weaving several strands in one single.  Cut, tronchar.  In Colombia over the counter (with s) means
accept, agree, negotiate, make a transaction.

trap
It's an English language word meaning trap.  It can also mean siphon or mouth (in the direction of entry or start). 

trapero
In Colombia it is a grooming utensil also called mop, mop, kinghouse, mop, dreadful or chirioso.  It is usually made with
absorbent fibers, rags, fabric strips or chiros.  Also considered a trapero to a singer or a trap composer. 

trapiar
It means to use a tare cloth to clean.  Trapor or mop in Colombia, is the action of washing and drying the floor.  The
trapper or mop is used.  Colloquially, it means to downgrade or humiliate someone.

trapisonda
It can mean fuss, bustle, fight or quarrel, screaming.  Name of an empire quoted in "El Quixote".  Name of a Turkish city
on the black sea.  It was also Province.  It was also called Trabzon (city name, belonging to Turkey), Trapezunta,
Trapezunte or Trebisonda.  There was also a city in the ancient Arcadia called Trapisonta or Trapezunte.

trapo
Implement wearing the Bullfighter fanning on the face of the Bull.  Weapon for el trapío.  Crutch, capote.  Red cloth to
fight.

trapos
Plural of rag .  It means piece of scrap, old piece of cloth.  Chiros .  In football slang, the flags and banners of the barras
bravas. 

traps
It is the plural of trap.  It is an English word which means trap, ruse, ruse, ploy.  Hatch.

traqueteado
It's an inflection for flirting.  In Colombia and in a colloquial way means "work" or do illegal things, generally referring to
drug trading.  Narcotraficar, traffic.

traqueteo
In Colombia it means noise or sound monotonous, continued and annoying.  Sound trac which is repeated several times
by a hammering.  Repetitive sound of shots from a machine gun.  It has also become popular use as a synonym of
narcotraficar, trafficking with drugs.  It is an inflection of traquetear.



traqueteos
It makes reference to repetitive, monotonous and annoying sounds.  Sequential repetition of a sound trac, trac.  In
Colombia it also means participating in illicit activities of drug trafficking.

traqueto
It is a way of referring to a person who is engaged in illicit drug trafficking activity in Colombia.  Drug dealer, trafficker,
narco.

traquítico
It means similar to the traquito, related to the traquito, similar to the traquito.  It is a term used in Geology and traquito is
a type of igneous volcanic rock usually formed by vitreous feldspar and other vitreous mineral compounds. 

traquítico
It means similar to the traquito, related to the traquito, similar to the traquito.  It is a term used in Geology and traquito is
a type of igneous volcanic rock usually formed by vitreous feldspar and other vitreous mineral compounds. 

traro o moñudo
They are two of the common names given in Chile to caracara which is a South American bird of prey.  Other names
such as: piggy, Caracara, crested caracara, carcana, caricari.  The Falconidae family and its scientific name is Caracara
plancus.

trasanteayer
It means it happened three days ago.  Trasantier.  72 hours ago.  It's been three days since something happened. 

trasantepenultima
trasantepenultima is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Trasantepenultima" as meaning:<br>It means that
three shifts you are missing to get to be the last. Fourth in reverse order.

trasantier
It means it happened three days ago.  Trasanteayer.  72 hours ago.  It's been three days since something happened. 

trasegar
It can mean transferred, run, move, moving, change.  Move liquids from one container to another.

trasero
It means that it is in the back.  Located in the back.  It also means tail, tail, ass, buttocks. 

traserón
Very large rear.  Buttocks, with pronounced buttocks.   Butt, butt. 

trasiego
It's the action or effect of backing up.  It means transferring, moving or moving liquids from one container to another,
snacking.  Zacched, shipping. 



traslapo
It means superimposition or overcome.  Place or draw something on a plan or map.  In topography is traced or cover an
item or with part of another plane.  Trace.

traslúcida
It means that it lets in the light, but does not clearly show the contours.  It doesn't let it look sharp, even if the light
passes.  Clear. 

trasmagar
It can refer to the peoples who live beyond the Magar people in Nepal, who reside in the Himalayas Minor, in the center
of the country.  Given the above, transplanting means they live behind the Lesser Himalayas. 

trasminar
It means passing through something, penetrating.  It is valid for an odor, aroma or liquid.  Open path below the ground
or the ground. 

traspasado mañana
It refers to what will happen in two days, not tomorrow but the next day.  What will happen after tomorrow happens.  In
48 hours. 

traspiés
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for setbacks, obstacle.  It means stumbling, falling, stilt, slip.

traspolacion
transfer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Transfer." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is transfer. It
is a term widely used in Colombia and is the action of the actor. In essence it is Exchange location two opposite things (
Exchange opposites ). Reverse the location of things. Transpolacion ( with ns ) It is the route or path of an object passes
or tour around the poles.

traspolar
It means that it passes through a pole or its vicinity.  It is more indicated in this case, to use transpolar.  For the
meaning: apply to a certain area conclusions obtained in another, it is more appropriate to use extrapolation.  In
Colombia the term transpolar is commonly used in the sense of reversing the poles, rotating or changing position,
moving.  Trocar or put upside down, disrupt. 

trasquilado
It's a kinetic inflection.  In Colombia it is to cut hair inappropriately, leaving uneven and messy cuts.

trastada
It means canallada, bellaquería, bribonada, villainy.  It can also mean play, play trick, ruse, rascality, devil, prank.

traste
In Spain, small glass used in wine tasting.  Name of the highlights on the neck of a guitar.  They can be wood, metal or
bone. 



trastear
In Colombia it is the same as moving, moving, carrying.  Change your address with all your furniture, junk or trebejos.  It
is also said to corote. 

trastendo
The correct term is tinkering. It is a word used in Colombia to indicate that the location of things from their usual site is
changing to a new one. It also means to take the furniture and all the necessary equipment to a new home. Hauling,
moving. Inflection of tinkering. It means take junk from one place to another.

trasteo
In Colombia, it means hauling, change of address, moving furniture and belongings from one side to another, moving.

trasto
In Colombia refers to any of the kitchen implements.  Old and damaged thing, chechere.  Enser, useful artifact, Hulk,
gossip, trebejo, fret, bartulo, Bowl, coroto, pileup.  In theater casting, bambalina, decorated.

trastornado
It means you have disorder or alterations.  It is usually used to designate someone little sane.  who doesn't reason well. 
Crazy, crazy, insane. 

trastorno
It means dizziness, vahyde, vertigo.  Discomfort that can be generated by excessive heat or hunger.  It means he
suffers from fainting or fainting.  Discomfort.

trastornos
Plural of disorder.  It means discomfort, restlessness, discomfort, Peña, altered madness, disorder, flushing, hubbub,
ailment, affliction, disease, dizziness, faintness.  It is an inflection of upsetting or disrupt it.  It means becoming dizzy,
fade or stir, roll, disrupting.

trastos
In Colombia it means kitchen elements, kitchen utensils.  Set of implements that are required in a kitchen and food
supply.  Appliances, utensils, tools, coruptures, gossip, pots.

trata de personas
It is a crime consisting of people labor slavery. It eliminates the dignity and respect for the human person. You can
extend to forced prostitution and trafficking with displaced persons and migrants.

tratados
Plural of treaty .  It means agreements, pacts, conventions.  It is also an inflection of trying, which means agreeing,
agreeing, agreeing or also trying. 

trattoria
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but Italian.  Means Tavern, Inn.



trauma
It can mean injury, wound, bruise resulting from a blow, damage, damage, condition, deterioration.  It's also an
emotional impression or shock.  Psychological or emotional effects caused by a catastrophic event.  It affects the
senses.  Impact. 

traumática
It means it affects the senses, it impacts.  Causing injury, damage or harm.  It leaves sequels. 

trava
The correct term is lock, with b.  It means obstacle, hindrance, difficulty, brake, inconvenience.  Prevent the free
development of something.  Prevent something functions well.  In Colombia colloquially and in jargon, be under the
effects of the drug and especially when it comes to monkey or marijuana.

traverso
You want to tell oblique, slanted, cross.  In Colombia is a kind of capador or indigenous musical instrument of wind. 
They receive other names like seringueiras, chiflos, castrera, or Shawm.  They are made with several tubes of different
lengths.  There is also the Piccolo traverso or crossed or transverse flute.  They play side.  It is also a surname of an
Argentine footballer.

travesaño
It means it goes through, it's crossed.  Name of the high and horizontal pole in the football goalposts. Arch post that is
held by the two parales. 

travesticidio
It is the name of a crime of passion in which the victim is a transvestite. 

travesura
It means little girl, pilatuna.  Ingenious and hilarious action of a boy.  Action and cross-dressing effect. 

travesuras
Activities that develop as fun naughty children.  Chiquilladas, evils, devils, picardy, pilatunas. 

traviesa
It means he does mischief.  Person or girl who is restless, foolish and makes little girls.  Name that receives each piece
of wood or block of concrete that is placed crossed between the rails of a railway line.  It also means by the countryside,
off the track or the road.  Through.  Name given in Colombia to a harvest of mitaca i.e. long after the large or main
harvest.  Secondary harvest. 

traviesas
Plural of naughty .  It means that he does mischief.  A person or girl who is restless, foolish, and makes little girls. 
Foolish.  Name given to each piece of wood or concrete block that is placed crossed between the rails of a railway line. 
Sleepers.  It also means by the field, off the road or the road.  Across.  Name given in Colombia to a harvest of mitaca or
time after the large or main harvest.  Secondary harvest .  

travolta



It is a surname.  The surname of an American actor, singer, and musician whose full name is John Joseph Travolta. 

traya
It's the name of a fictional character.  Also known as Darth Traya or as Kreia in her Jedi times, he is a character from the
game Star Wars.

trayecto
Everything that is observed in displacement from one place to another.  Sites that are passed during a march or tour.  It
means trip, route, crossing, distance, travel, stretch, stretch, itinerary.

trácala
In Mexico and Colombia it means ardid, ruse, cheating, cheating, fraud, cheating, cheating, scam, scam, cheating.

trágica
It means it's the result of a tragedy.  Very painful.  It means it causes a lot of sorrow, pain or sadness.  It is a qualifying
adjective meaning dire, nefarious, infamous, hapless, unfortunate, unhappy, loasyed, unfortunate, unhappy.

tránsfuga
Person who leaks, who flees or is a deserter.  Treacherous person and which must always be wary.  Pharisee, criminal.

tránsito
Transit action or effect.  Inflection of transit, which means moving, moving, circular, transition, change.  It is also a
woman's name of Latin origin and means the one who passes, the one who goes.  Authority that regulates the
circulation of vehicles or people.  Step, motion, scroll. 

trebejero
In Colombia it is the same as winery or room of San Alejo.  Place where all kinds of trebejos, chécheres, disused or
damaged things are stored.

trebejo
In Colombia is synonymous with utensils, useful, tackle, equipment, stuff, gossip, frets, pots.

trebejos
It means pots, coros, gossip, old furniture.

treblinka
Name of Nazi Concentration Camp, located near Warsaw.  Name of village and forest near Warsaw in Poland.  Book
name written by Jean Francois Steiner, a French Jewish writer.  Name of Swedish musical band, of black metal.  It
subsequently took the name Tiamat.  Name of sculpture of the Spanish Xaime Quessada ( Jaime Quesada Porto ) .  

trebulo
The more appropriate term is trebulo, with tilde.  It is the common name for several herbaceous plants.  They are the
genus Trifolium, which means three-leaf.  They are called thorns or clubs.



trecho
It means short space, short distance between one place and another, short section of a road or path.  Stretch. 

trechos
Plural of stretch .  Short distances from one place to another, sections, sections.  Short spaces. 

treco
It can mean thing, object .  Also any health deficiency, evil, discomfort, patatus, ailment.  Discomfort, indisposition,
disturbance of health. 

tredécima
It means thirteenth.  In a list or in a competition it occupies since thirteen.  Feminine of tredecimo or 13th.

tregellasia
Dedicated to Tregell, by Tregell.  Tregell is a surname of a naturalist scientist.  It is a genus of birds in the family
Petroicidae.  They are known as Australian petroans or robins.

treggins
It is the combination of two foreign words Trousers ( 41 pants; and leggings ( jeans, jeans ).  It is a new way to sell or
create smart but also casual pants for women.

treif
It is a word derived from the Hebrew trefah, which means broken, broken, forbidden.  Inedible, not allowed.  It refers to a
non-kosher food for Jews.  Not observant of kashrut.  Which is not among the foods allowed by the kashrut. 

trematodos
Trematodes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Flukes" being its meaning:<br>They are the same planks. It
is a kind of muscle worms, usually parasites of animals and humans. Its name comes from the Greek trematodis which
means sucker, which is characteristic of the mouths of these animals, which adhere to its host to suck nutrients or blood.

tremebundo
It means scary, terrible, horrible, dreadful, tremendous, chaotic, catastrophic.

tremedal
It means swamp, muddy or suddy terrain.  Barrizal, muddy. 

trementina
It is a natural solvent extracted from pine or fir trees.  Resin used to make perfumes, solvents.  It is a very volatile liquid,
also known as turpentine.

trementinas
Very aromatic and volatile turpentine derivatives.  They are colorless and often produced by the distillation of the miera
or resin.  It is a byproduct of pulp when want to get commercial quantities.  You can get essentially coniferous and used
in the manufacture of paint solvents and disinfectants.



tremolina
Clutter or noise caused by a fight.  In Colombia it means get, gazapera, rina, fight, hubbub, fuss, disputed, free-for-all,
disorder, anger, pendency, skirmish, camorra.

tremolita
It is the name of a group of asbestos silicate.  It is formed by metamorphism of sediments rich in lime, dolomite and
quartz.

tremolita
It is the name of a group of asbestos silicate.  It is formed by metamorphism of sediments rich in lime, dolomite and
quartz.

tremor
Noise that precedes a quake or quake.  Tremor, earthquake, earthquake shaking (from the soil), shaking, shaking,
vibration.

tremulante
It means that it vibrates, that trembles, that it has movements and agitations similar to a tremor. 

tren
Means of transport that slides onto rails.  Railway.  Set of similar vehicles, which move in the same direction.  It also
means convoy, caravan or wagons.  In sporting aspects it means plan, program, follow or routine (training train). 
Nickname of a former Colombian football player named Adolfo Valencia. 

trench
It is an English word, which means trench, pit or trench.  It's also a way to call a trench coat.  Name of a Twenty One
Pilots music album.

trencito
Diminutive of train.  Little train.  In Colombia is the son of Adolfo José nicknamed "El Tren" Valencia Mosquera,
Colombian second, which played at Bayern Munich.  "The train" Valencia is called José Adolfo Valencia Arrechea, is
centrodelantero, and currently plays in the Feirense of the first League of Portugal

trendsetter
It's an agringada way call fashion innovators.  Revolutionaries in Haute Couture.  Promoters of trends.  Initiators.

trenta
In Italian and Catalan it means thirty.  Some Spanish speakers also use it to mean thirty.  In Italy is also a family name. 
The current Italian Minister of defence called Elisabetta Trenta.  He is Professor and politician.

trenzadas
It means linked, interwoven, trumped, interlaced, cross, hatched, setted, hooked up, tied, woven.

trepidar



It means shaking with intensity, shake, vibrate, shudder.  Rumbar, sonar clinking.

trepuche
trepuche is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Trebuche" being its meaning:<br>Say trepuche is incorrect. It is
better to say Trebuche, and moreover Trebuchet. It is a word of French origin. The full term should be trebuche traction.
It means Trebuchet, Trabuco, throws rocks, almajaneque, trabuquete. It refers to a shuttle or engine of siege, which
uses a rocker arm and a counterweight, to throw stone or loads to the enemy. It was invented in China 25 centuries ago.

tres
It's a digit number.  Threesome, triad, trinity.  In Cuba it is a very cheerful type of dance and a string instrument.  In
Colombia three, it is also a dance in whirlwind rhythm.

tres puertas
In the author industry, it refers to coupe cars. 

tresbolillo
In Agricultural and Forestry Sciences it is a system of planting trees and other crops used especially on hillsides.  Also
called triangle seeding.  It is used as a base a rod that can be 3 or 5 meters with which equilateral triangles are formed. 

trescientos
Number equivalent to 3 hundreds.  300 .  Name of a film about the Spartans, directed by Zack Snyder and based on the
epic Battle of Thermopylae.  Name of a limited series of comics on this same subject.  The Hero is Leonidas.  . 

trespelenque
It makes reference to a male nosy, intrusive, mequetrefe, useless.  Very sparse or little hair.

trespeleques
It means bald, hairless, allopecious. 

treta
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for strategy, trick, trick, Artifice, mana, trap.  deceive, cheat, trick trick.

trébede
It is the inn or countertop of the kitchen.  In the area of Río de la Plata it is called mesada and in Las Canarias Poyo. 

trébol
A name given to a class or suit of cards in the French deck, also referred to as a flower or flowers.  It has three leaflets
(Trifolium).  Plant of the Fabaceae family, which is characterized by having leaves with 3 leaflets ( genus Arachis ).  It is
also called wagon, teble, peanut, fodder peanut.  Triple, played cards, with three equal figures. 

tréboles
Plant very common herbaceous forage, trifolioladas leaves.  It is a legume and is widely used to fix nitrogen in the soil. 
Receive multiple common names bogie, rainfed, bogie cadillo, trolley clover alfalfa, alfalfa and forage peanuts and Burr. 
Its scientific name is Medicago polymorpha.  It is of the family Fabaceae.



trébul
It is one of the common ways to call several plants also known as clover.  They belong to the genus Trifolium, which
means three leaves and the family Fabaceae.  All are characterized by having leaves with three leaflets, that is why the
name of their genus.   Other names they receive are star, bitch jopo, trifolio, lantern, three branch, trevo, wagon. 

trémula
You want to say shaky, it vibrates, shivering.  Hectic, vibrant.

trémulo
It means trembling, agitated, convulsive, frightened. 

triaje
It means trite, separation, sorting, screening or screening.  It is a word of French origin ( triage ).  In Medicine, they are
protocols that allow to classify emergency patients according to their severity, in order to give priority to the most
serious.

trial
It is an activity of morocycling that is done cross-country and with obstacles.  The Competitor cannot rest his feet on the
ground. 

triamcinolona
It is the name of a corticosteroid for dermatological use.  It is indicated for allergies and serves to reduce swelling,
itching and redness of the skin. 

triatlonista
Athlete, male or female, who practices triathlon (combination of swimming, athletics and cycling). 

tribada
It means homosexuality among women.  Lesbianism.  Sex consisting of rubbing between women. 

tribal
It means relating to a tribe or own.  By extension, it is used to refer to anything involving custom or activity of an
indigenous community.  Court is also used.

triberga
triberga is incorrectly written and should be written as "Triberga ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Triberga ( 41 own name;.  It is the muteness of the German name of Triberg, a village nestled in the Black Forest
German and crossed by the river Gutach.  Concerning or related to Triberg.

triboluminiscencia
It means luminescence or brightness that appears by rubbing.  It is a phenomenon that occurs during some earthquakes
and is characterized by the presence of luminosities, especially at night.  It occurs by rubbing plates especially gravel
and basalt. 



tribonyx
It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Rallidae.  They are known as Tasmanian redfish.  Tribonys, with s at the
end, is the name of a lithuanian city, near the border with Belarus.

tribulación
Feeling of pain or sadness.  It means sadness, Peña, torment, distress, affliction, Peña, distress, pain, suffering,
uneasiness.

tribular
It means causing pain or sadness.  Trouble.  Sadden, grieve, grieve, storm, torment, grieve, grieve, afflict, distress,
suffer, disaffected.  Affect. 

tribulopis
It is the name of a genus of herbaceous plants in the family Zygophyllaceae.  They are environments xerofitos and
haline plants.  Thorns.

tribulus
In botany, it is the name of a genus of plants, belonging to the family Zygophyllaceae.  They are commonly referred to
as thistles.  Mace with thorns or spikes.  Tribolo . 

tribunales
Place for a judge to administer justice. Courts. Set of judges or judicial officers that gather to administer justice. In
Colombia is an intermediate step or second instance for a judicial process. It is above ( 41 courts; judges and under the
State Council or members of the Court. Sites of public speaking to the tribunes.

tribuno
Speaker who in public is acclaimed for his eloquence and fieriness.  Member of a court.  Magistrate who in Ancient
Rome was appointed by the people to propose plebiscites and veto the laws and resolutions of the senate.  It was also
the title given to a troop leader in Ancient Rome. 

tribuno militar
In Ancient Rome, it was the title received by the head of the troop of the Roman army. 

tributario
It means that it is relative to taxes or taxes.  That gives, that delivers, that contributes.  In Geography, tributary, river that
pours its waters into another of greater flow. 

trica
It means mockery, joke, mockery, sneer, remeass.  It is also a way of calling in Chile and Argentina the baranquero
parrot, tricahue parrot or tricagüe parrot.  Its name is Cyanoliseus patagonus and it belongs to the family Psittacidae. 

tricahue
It is a way of calling in Chile and Argentina the baranquero parrot, tricahue parrot and tricagüe parrot.  Its name is
Cyanoliseus patagonus and it belongs to the family Psittacidae.  Sometimes it is also called trica.  



tricampeonato
It means that he has reached a championship for the third time.  Champion three times.  For the third time champion . 

tricefálica
It means three-headed .  It is divided into three stripes or branches.  It possesses three units or heads. 

tricefálico
It means that it has three heads.  It can be relative to one type of government (triumvirate). 

trichastoma
It means with hairs, beards or fringes on the stomach.  It is a genus of birds in the family Pellorneidae.  They are typical
of Sulawesi and Sonda Islands.  They're called tordines.

trichoglossus
It means talkative with fringes or wicks.  Hairy parrots, crespos or frlecs.  It is a genus of birds in the family Psittacidae. 
They are known as loris.

tricholaema
It means it has hairs or fringes.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Lybiidae.  They are known as bearded.

triclinio
Bedding or sofa where he fit three people. It was used in ancient Rome.   Bed, bunk bed, thalamus.

triclosán
It is the generic name of an antiseptic and disinfectant for hospital use.  Chemically it's the 2, 4,
4'-trichloro-2'-hydroxydiphenyl ether.  It is found in toothpastes and mouthwashes and their ingestion, causes health
problems.

tricofobia
It is the aversion, phobia or fear of hair, hair. 

tricolor
It means that you have three different colors.  Nickname of several football teams that have three different colors, as for
example Nacional of Uruguay, in Colombia is synonymous with flag on their uniforms.

triconodontos
It means three-pointed teeth or spikes.  It was a genus of small-name omnivorous mammals.  They lived mostly in the
Late Triassic.

tricotomizar
In biology and botany it means divide or branching into three parts.  Trifurcating.  In theology it is considered that the
man is divided in body, soul and spirit.  In mathematics, applied the law of Trichotomy.  In philosophy it is set or events
can be classified into three aspects or ways.  Divided or separated between three (agent, patient, Act), event
(conception, judgment, reasoning), intellectual aspects in communication (sender, message, receiver).  Establish trios or



triads.  In medicine it is shaving the pubic hair in preparation for surgery patients.

tricófago
Person who is used to chewing or eating his hair.

tricófero
Tricofero is a drug used to increase the thickness and the abundance of hair.  Used since more than a century and a
half ago to give softness and gloss.  It is a predecessor of the shampoo.  It is made of natural plant and is used to
prevent baldness.  Etymologically it is formed from the Greek prefix trico (Trykhos: I hair, hair) and fero (pherous: carry,
maintain, preserve).

triculi
Triculí is a type of liquor that is manufactured illegally and by hand in Haiti and in stills.  It is also called loose cap or
pitrinchi.  It is similar to clerén or berunte.

tridente
It can mean three-toothed or three-pointed.  Three-pronged spear.  Fork or three-pronged trench.  Demon Scepter. 
Scepter of the God Neptune consisting of a three-pointed harpoline. 

tridente opaco
Tricks with advice from lawyers to hide money from the IRS in tax havens.  Truts.

trido
trido is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Trido; Registreret )" being its meaning:<br>It is a Spanish
trademark led recessed wall lamps and low consumption.

triduo
Three-day period.  In the Christian faith corresponds to Thursdays, Fridays and Holy Saturdays (the three days before
Easter).

trienio
It is a period of time that is equivalent to three years. 

trifásico
It means three phases or composed of three equal components.  In Colombia it is a type of sancocho that has three
meats: chicken, pork and beef.  In the culinary environment it is also called three-phase to any dish that contains
carbohydrates, proteins and vegetables. 

trifinio
In Geography it is a place where three borders converge.   Tripoint

trifulca
It means fight of all against all.  In Colombia is synonymous with get, gazapera, rina, fight, hubbub, fuss, disputed,
free-for-all, disorder, anger, camorra, skirmish, tremolina.



trigarante
Trigarante, it means three guarantees. It was an army that operated between 1820 and 1821 commanded by Agustín de
Iturbide for Mexican independence. He defended the Catholic Religion, independence from Spain and the Union of the
warmongering sides.

trigonometricas
Relative to trigonometry.  These are mathematical operations that are performed based on triangles and their angles. 
Type of established or fixed mathematical functions .  Mathematical operations that include sine, cosine, tangent,
cotangent, drying, and cosing functions. 

trihexafobia
It refers to the fear or phobia of the number 666.  considered fateful or demonic. 

trijuelo
In Spain it means female sexual organ.  Vagina, vulva. 

trilla
It is an inflection of threshing.  Trilla Colombia has three meanings.  Action of threshing wheat or rice by removing the
husk, is made in special machines ( thresher ).  Husk, Peel. Enterradero formed in the road by the excessive passage of
livestock.  Trampling. Trilla is also synonymous with beating, fuetera.  Hit, hit.

trillar
Trilla Colombia has three meanings.  Action of threshing wheat or rice by removing the husk, is made in special
machines (thresher).  Husk, Peel.  Enterradero formed in the road by the excessive passage of livestock.  Trampling. 
Trilla is also synonymous with beating, fuetera.  Hit, hit.

trillizo
It is each one of the members of a triad, or each of the triplets.  It is has two other brothers who were born with the same
birth.

trillizos
Triple delivery.  Childbirth in which there are three infants.  Triadea.

trillonésima
It is a fractional that corresponds to a part in a trillion of fractions.

trillonésimo
It can mean two things.  It occupies the number a trillion place in an immense listing or also that is only an infinitesimal
part of a whole that has a trillion parts.

trilogia
Trilogy is incorrectly written, and should be written as a trilogy ( with tilde ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
trilogy ( with tilde ).  It means composed of three parts.  Trio, triad, Trinity.  Series is comprised of three interlocking
pieces.



trinar
It is the action or effect of producing a gurgling.  Singing of birds.  It is currently in Colombia send messages on Twitter
(the social network of the bird).

trinca
It means fight between several.  In Colombia is synonymous with get, gazapera, rina, fight, hubbub, fuss, disputed,
free-for-all, disorder, anger, pendency, skirmish, tremolina.

trincar
It is the action or effect of tie knots strongly, tangle, liar.  It is also place timbers of support on a fence.

trinche
Inflection of ratting.  It means to ering with a fork; it can also mean cutting, chopping, chopping, splitting food.  Fork. 

trinchera
It is a construction consisting of a hollow beneath the Earth that allows soldiers to protect themselves from enemy fire. 
They are synonymous with trench: trench excavation, embankment, shelter, pit, defense, parapet.  It is also a garment
to protect water or cold, gabardine, above all, raincoat, coat, overcoat.

trincho
In the department of Chocó, in Colombia it is a way of calling the fork.  It is also a barrier, usually made of wood or
accompanied by lumps with sand, which are placed as a barrier to contain or dam water from a small stream. 

tringa
It is a genus of birds in the family Scolopacidae.  They are well known as corelimos, walks or needles.

trinitaria
It means born, resident or Trinidad (Caribbean island) or of a municipality of the Department of Casanare, Colombia. 
Religious belonging to the order of the Holy Trinity.

trinitario
It means born, resident or related to Trinidad, municipality in the Department of Casanare in Colombia.

trinitrotolueno
It is also known as TNT.   .  In chemistry it is the name of a pale yellow crystalline aromatic organic compound that melts
at 81 °C.  Result of the Nitration of Toluene.  It is an explosive chemical compound. 

trinity
It is not a Spanish language but English language word and means Trinity.  In the 1960s was a famous gunfighter West
movies.

trino
Songbird: Singing bird.  I Twitter, I sing, I silbo, I gurgling, I humming, claim.  In Colombia, I trino, is each of the
messages being sent by Tweet (Twitter).  Trinitarian, ternary. It is also a name of male, of Latin origin and means three



persons in one God, Trinity (used for men and women).   Apocope of Trinidad.  It is the stage name of a famous
Mexican cartoonist Trinidad Camacho Orozco José called and your pseudonym is triune.

trinos
Trills: Songs of birds.  Gurgling, chants, hissing, gurgling, hum, claims.  Plural of trill.  In Colombia, I trino, is each of the
messages being sent by Tweet (Twitter).  Trinitarian, ternary.

trinqueta
Mechanism used to brake a sprocket and to prevent it from returning or reversed. 

trinquete
It is nautical is the name of the second bat and your candle of a Brig.  It is located behind the bigger stick.

trinquetero
It can mean cheater, person who cheats based on triquiñuelas, con artist, fuller, trickster, con man, sleaparty.

trinxarainas
Term Albert Boadella, President of the Tabarnia used to refer to the secessionists and separatists advocating the
independence of Catalonia.  It means sausage, sausage, sausage, crushed and pressed pork meat.  Jumble or pork
sausage.  Botifarra.

trio
Group or set of three elements.  In music is a musical ensemble consisting of three persons.  Sexual relationship
between three people.

trios
Plural trio.  Groups of three things or objects.  Set of three people.  Triads,terns.

trip wire
It is an English term that means trigger cable or trap cable.  You can also use tripwire (joined). 

tripanofobia
It means fear of punctures or chuzones, fear of needles or injections. 

tripartito
It means that it is divided or distributed among three.  It originates in three parts.  Which is established between three
parts or components. 

tripas
Plural gut .  It is a way of calling the digestive tract of animals.  In Colombia it is the colloquial way of calling the
intestines.  Long and thin tube.  Thin skin tube where sausages are introduced.

tripiar



In Colombia tripiar is to fill the gut of sausages with minced pork, bacon, cooked blood or other ingredients and
seasonings.  Prepare or make sausages.  Prepare longanizas or sausages.

tripilla
Diminutive of gut.  Small intestine of small animals.  Disease that gives cats.

triple
It means three times, repeated three times.  That something is accompanied by two others completely the same. 
Multiplied by three . 

triple acción
It means that it acts on three different fronts or on three different aspects.  It is a widely used expression in marketing. 
For example it is used in toiletries to indicate that they disinfect, shine and also aromatize. 

triple match point
It means you have three chances so that with a single point you win a match.  It is a term used in the sport of tennis,
when you are earning 40-0 who is in the service or 0-40 who receives, at the last point.  If you get to earn the point, you
end the match. 

triple x
Triple X or simply XXX is a type of cinema also called red cinema or pornographic cinema (porn cinema, exclusive
cinema for adults). 

tripleplay
It is a word of the English language and slang beisbolistico.  In the game of baseball, is a move in which are removed or
strike three string players.  It is to get the three outs in a single play.  It is the perfect defensive play when the opposing
team, or that punt, you have a full basis and looks forward to a home run (homerun).

triplete
It means that it is repeated three times in the same event.  In any sport have three consecutive hits (3 football goals, win
a race three times, win three times a cup or championship, etc).  Triple.  Scoring in the game of basketball, which is
made from outside the demarcated area and is worth 3 points. 

tripon
The correct term is tripon, with tilde.  It is a rude way of referring to a fat person or voluminous stomach.  Potbelly,
panzón, timbon, mondongudo.

tripotandi
In a colloquial way, person who likes to show himself or exhibit.  Exhibitionist, shower, person who likes to show off and
attract attention.  In some reading I noticed that it can also mean something like drinker, full, hysated or satiated.  It's a
tripotar shunt.

tripotando
It's a tripotar inflection.  It can mean showing up, showing off, showing off or also drinking, drinking, filling up, getting
satiated.



tripón
In Colombia it means belly, panzón.  That has a belly or large belly.  Ventruded, fat, obese, tryped, belly. 

triprovincial
It means relative to three Provinces or three Departments. 

triptófano
It is the name of an amino acid that is necessary for the growth of babies.  It is not produced by the body and must be
obtained through proper nutrition. 


